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Abstract

Sperm and egg proteins constitute a remarkable paradigm in evolutionary biology: despite their fundamental role in
mediating fertilization (suggesting stasis), some of these molecules are among the most rapidly evolving ones known, and
their divergence can lead to reproductive isolation. Because of strong selection to maintain function among interbreeding
individuals, interacting fertilization proteins should also exhibit a strong signal of correlated divergence among closely
related species. We use evidence of such molecular co-evolution to target biochemical studies of fertilization in North Pacific
abalone (Haliotis spp.), a model system of reproductive protein evolution. We test the evolutionary rates (dN/dS) of abalone
sperm lysin and two duplicated egg coat proteins (VERL and VEZP14), and find a signal of co-evolution specific to ZP-N, a
putative sperm binding motif previously identified by homology modeling. Positively selected residues in VERL and VEZP14
occur on the same face of the structural model, suggesting a common mode of interaction with sperm lysin. We test this
computational prediction biochemically, confirming that the ZP-N motif is sufficient to bind lysin and that the affinities of
VERL and VEZP14 are comparable. However, we also find that on phylogenetic lineages where lysin and VERL evolve rapidly,
VEZP14 evolves slowly, and vice versa. We describe a model of sexual conflict that can recreate this pattern of anti-
correlated evolution by assuming that VEZP14 acts as a VERL mimic, reducing the intensity of sexual conflict and slowing
the co-evolution of lysin and VERL.
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Introduction

Reproductive genes are often identified in genome-wide scans as

targets of positive selection, and some are among the most rapidly

evolving proteins known [1–4]. Their rapid adaptive evolution is

observed in a broad range of organisms [5,6], which is remarkable

given the central importance of reproductive compatibility to

organismal fitness. Moreover, experiments show that even a few

amino-acid substitutions among cognate fertilization proteins can

cause reproductive isolation [7], and so rapid divergence takes

place in the context of strong selection to maintain functional

interaction. Because cognate sperm and egg proteins must co-

evolve to maintain compatibility, their divergence should result in

correlated evolutionary rates – on lineages where females evolve

rapidly, males should also evolve rapidly. This expectation of

correlated evolution between males and females underlies a two-

pronged approach to investigating molecular interactions at

fertilization: we can use evolutionary signals of co-evolution to

focus genetic and biochemical assays on molecules that are

particularly likely to functionally interact.

Correlation in the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous

nucleotide substitution (dN/dS, or v) has been shown to reflect

known protein-protein interactions [8] including those between

reproductive proteins of the free-spawning marine gastropod

abalone (Haliotis spp. [9]). Abalone are a prominent model system

for the study of reproductive proteins, and one of the few cases in

which cognate sperm and egg fertilization proteins have been

identified [10–12]. Abalone eggs are surrounded by a raised

Vitelline Envelope (VE) comprised of tightly compacted fibers [13]

that present a species-specific barrier to sperm entry [14]. Abalone

sperm de-condense the VE fibers to create a hole in the VE via a

non-enzymatic mechanism that involves binding between posi-

tively charged ,16 kiloDalton (kDa) sperm lysin [13] and a large

(.1000 kDa) VE glycoprotein (the Vitelline Envelope Receptor

for Lysin, VERL) [10]. VERL contains an array of ,22 negatively

charged ,150 amino acid tandem repeats, each of which is

believed to contain a lysin binding domain [10,15]. Stoichiometry

of VE dissolution indicates that two lysin molecules bind each

repeat [10], in support of a model whereby lysin dimers out

compete hydrophobic interactions among intermolecular VERL

repeats and unravel VE fibers in a zipper-like fashion through

surface structure and electrostatic interactions [16].

Both lysin and VERL show recurrent adaptive divergence

among the 8 abalone species that diverged ,18 million years ago

in the North Pacific [17]. Positive selection on lysin residues

corresponds to domains known to mediate species-specific VE

dissolution [7], and was previously shown to be restricted to the
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two N-terminal repeats of VERL [18] consistent with observations

that initiation of VE dissolution is the rate-limiting step which

serves to reproductively isolate abalone species [16]. Consistent

with both biochemical and evolutionary analyses implicating co-

evolution between lysin and VERL, adaptive divergence of lysin

and the N-terminal VERL repeats (as measured by dN/dS) has

been shown to be positively correlated across branches of the

abalone phylogeny [9].

Many of the constituent proteins of the abalone VE have been

characterized and are known to also evolve under positive

selection [19,20], including a paralog of VERL called Vitelline

Envelope Zona Pellucida 14 (VEZP14) [19]. VEZP14 is one of

.30 abalone VE proteins that contain a polymerization module

(the ZP domain) [21] common among both invertebrate and

vertebrate egg coats. Uniquely, it also has a single N-terminal

domain with homology to the VERL repeats and which has also

been the target of positive selection [19]. Structural models [22]

demonstrate that this N-terminal domain of VEZP14 and the

VERL repeats all contain a motif corresponding to a novel b-

sandwich fold of the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily of proteins

named for the N-terminal portion of the ZP domain from which

the structure was resolved (ZP-N) [23]. Remarkably, this fold is a

feature of mouse egg coat sperm receptors ZP2 and ZP3 [23] as

well as yeast mating proteins a-Agglutinin/Sag1p [22,24],

demonstrating its likely importance in gamete recognition and

sexual reproduction across multi-cellular organisms.

Here, we use molecular co-evolutionary analyses in combina-

tion with biochemical assays to investigate the molecular

interactions between abalone sperm and egg coat proteins during

fertilization. A strong signal of co-evolution specifically between

lysin and ZP-N motifs focus our biochemical assays that

demonstrate the ZP-N motif is sufficient for binding of lysin.

Our co-evolutionary analyses also reveal a surprising pattern

(correlated evolution between lysin and VERL, but anti-correlated

evolution with VEZP14) that suggests unexpected modes of

interaction among these fertilization proteins not evident from

binding assays. We develop a population model to explore one

such interaction whereby VEZP14 functions as a VERL mimic,

binding excess lysin and reducing the intensity of sexual conflict by

reducing fertilization rate.

Results/Discussion

Two distinct but complementary approaches identify ZP-N

from duplicated abalone VE proteins, VERL and VEZP14, as

sperm lysin receptor motifs. First, evolutionary rates as measured

by the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous nucleotide

substitution (dN/dS) are correlated between lysin and ZP-N from

both genes across the evolution of North Pacific abalone species –

a pattern not seen even with other domains of these genes. Second,

affinity assays utilizing surface plasmon resonance (SPR) quanti-

fication of association and dissociation rates between green

abalone lysin and expressed ZP-N motifs shows binding kinetics

are comparable for VERL and VEZP14. While our co-evolution-

ary analyses are shown to be a useful tool in focusing these more

detailed biochemical studies confirming ZP-N is sufficient to bind

lysin, they may also offer novel insight into how egg coat proteins

mediate sperm passage of the VE during abalone fertilization. We

first present results from our co-evolutionary and biochemical

studies, after which we discuss implications for models of abalone

fertilization.

The evolutionary rates of abalone lysin and the ZP-N
motifs of VERL and VEZP14 are correlated

Because cognate sperm and egg proteins must co-evolve to

maintain reproductive compatibilities, their rapid divergence

among species is predicted to result in correlated evolutionary

rates along phylogenetic lineages. We expand upon an earlier

study that demonstrated such a positive correlation between

abalone lysin and the combined first three full (,150 AA) repeats

of VERL [9]. Here we focus on discrete ZP-N sequences recently

proposed [22] to constitute a sperm protein binding motif,

specifically ZP-N from VERL repeats 1 and 2 (numbered

consecutively from VERL’s N-terminus) as well as VEZP14. As

previously, we tested for correlations by fitting linear regression

models to point estimates of branch-specific dN/dS ratios across the

phylogeny of North Pacific abalone, a conservative but robust

approach in the absence of genome-wide data necessary to

implement more powerful models of correlated evolution [8,9].

While discrete ZP-N motifs of the first and second VERL repeats

analyzed individually do not show a statistically significant positive

correlation in dN/dS with lysin, consistent with a relatively weak

signal of positive selection on each individually relative to ZP-N

from VEZP14 (Table 1; and see below), analysis of the

concatenated ZP-N motifs from VERL repeats 1 and 2 shows

the predicted positive correlation as having modest statistical

support based even on the more conservative weighted linear

regression model (slope = 3.46, r2 = 0.28, p = 0.06 for; Figure 1A).

Similarly, we find evidence of a correlation in dN/dS between the

ZP-N motif of VEZP14 and lysin – notably in contrast with lysin-

VERL, a weighted linear regression identifies the lysin-VEZP14

correlation as negative (slope = 21.34, r2 = 0.31, p = 0.05). We

discuss possible explanations for a positive -vs- negative correlation

in dN/dS with lysin in detail below in the context of models of

abalone fertilization. To summarize: (i) positive selection is a

feature of VERL repeats 1 and 2 as well as the ZP-N motif of

VEZP14; (ii) the rate of evolution driven by positive selection is

somewhat higher for the VEZP14 ZP-N motif; and (iii) whereas

the rate of evolution along phylogenetic lineages is correlated

between lysin and VERL (slow with slow, or fast with fast), lysin

and VEZP14’s evolutionary rates are anti-correlated (slow with

fast).

Author Summary

Interacting sperm and egg proteins must co-evolve to
maintain compatibility at fertilization, so their divergence
among species should be correlated—lineages with
rapidly evolving sperm proteins should have rapidly
evolving egg proteins. We use this expectation to target
biochemical studies of fertilization in a model system
(abalone). We study a discrete functional domain (ZP-N)
found in a pair of duplicated egg coat proteins, and we
find the ZP-N motif from both proteins bind sperm lysin (a
protein important for sperm passage of the egg coat) in a
similar fashion. ZP-N is a feature of vertebrate and
invertebrate egg coat proteins, as well as yeast mating
recognition proteins, demonstrating its broad significance
in sexual reproduction. Unexpectedly, we find that the ZP-
N motifs of VEZP14 and VERL exhibit inverse patterns of
co-evolution with lysin, suggesting that these duplicates
may have opposite functions in fertilization. Using com-
puter simulations, we model a novel explanation for this
pattern whereby VEZP14 acts as a decoy of VERL in order
to decrease the effective amount of sperm lysin and slow
the rate of fertilization. Such molecular mimicry could
complement other well-established fertilization blocks that
females use to control rates of fertilization and limit
polyspermy.

Lysin Binds ZP-N of Duplicate Egg Coat Proteins
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The correlated rates of evolution we find between lysin and the

ZP-N motifs of VERL and VEZP14 are unique among the

comparisons we analyzed. As seen previously for lysin and VERL

[9], in our current work two control genes with no known function in

reproduction also show no evidence of correlation in dN/dS with the

VEZP14 ZP-N motif (Figure S1A, S1B). In the absence of genome-

wide data this provides only limited support for the significant

correlations we identify. However, similar to previous studies of lysin

and VERL [9] we also find the C-terminal ZP polymerization

domain of VEZP14 exhibits a pattern of divergence comparable to

control genes, with no evidence of a correlation in dN/dS with either

lysin or the N-terminal ZP-N motif itself (Figure S1C, S1D). This

strongly supports the hypothesis of co-evolution specifically between

ZP-N and lysin, implicating the motif as a discrete lysin binding

sequence within VEZP14 as well as VERL repeats.

Affinity of lysin for VERL and VEZP14 ZP-N motifs is
comparable

The correlation in evolutionary rates specifically between lysin

and ZP-N prompted us to explore the possibility of physical

interactions using in vitro binding assays. We expressed discrete ZP-

N motifs cloned from green abalone VERL and VEZP14 in a

Figure 1. Evolutionary rates between sperm and egg coat proteins are correlated. The ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous
nucleotide substitutions (dN/dS or v) for sperm acrosomal (lysin) or duplicated egg coat (VERL and VEZP14) proteins were estimated using the branch
model of codeml [49] with gene trees following the topology of [9]. Values of v for each branch of the lysin tree are plotted on the y-axis relative to x-
axis values for the corresponding ZP-N motifs from (A) VERL repeats 1 and 2, or (B) VEZP14. Simple linear regression models either weighted (solid
lines) or unweighted (dashed lines) by branch length as in [9] were fit to the data [50], and show a significant positive or negative correlation between
lysin and VERL (p = 0.06, weighted; p = 0.02, unweighted) or VEZP14 (p = 0.05, weighted; p = 0.02 unweighted), respectively. Data points with green fill
correspond to the branches leading to green abalone used in binding experiments (Figure 2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.g001

Table 1. Evidence of positive selection among abalone sperm lysin and egg coat protein ZP-N motifs.

Gene
Sequence Length
(codons) Tree Length

2 D lnL
(M8a –vs- M8) p-value

% Sites Under
Selection dN/dS (Model 8)

Lysin 136 1.9 88.7 ,0.01 33% 7.5

VERL
Full Repeat 1+2

260 0.8 7.2 0.01 19% 2.4

VERL
Repeat 1+2 ZP-N

209 0.6 1.6 0.21 — —

VERL
Repeat 1 ZP-N

102 0.6 0.01 0.91 — —

VERL
Repeat 2 ZP-N

107 0.7 2.8 0.09 — —

VEZP14
N-terminal ZP-N

92 1.2 50.8 ,0.01 19% 10.8

Nucleotide sequences of protein coding regions were analyzed using codeml in the PAML computer package [49]. Positive selection on lysin has been extensively
studied previously (see, e.g. [46],), and results are provided here for ease of reference. Functional motifs of VERL were tested in several ways including: (i) analysis of
entire repeats 1 and 2 of VERL as in [18]; (ii) by combined analyses of discrete ZP-N motifs [22] from repeat 1 and 2 of VERL; or (iii) analyzing individual ZP-N motifs from
repeat 1 or 2. Tree lengths are calculated from the number of substitutions per codon. Likelihood-ratio tests of codon substitution models without -vs- with the
possibility of positive selection (M8a or M8, respectively) support pervasive positive selection (v.1) among lysin as well as the ZP-N motif of VEZP14, but evidence for
VERL is weaker based on a significant test statistic only when analyzing full repeats previously shown to be under positive selection [18].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.t001

Lysin Binds ZP-N of Duplicate Egg Coat Proteins
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eukaryotic expression system to minimize the possibility of

misfolding, followed by quantification of binding kinetics via

SPR under realistic biological conditions reflective of the abalone

fertilization environment (flowing seawater). While we were

unsuccessful at obtaining protein from VERL repeats 2 and 3,

ZP-N expression proteins of high purity from VERL repeat 1 and

VEZP14 were obtained (Figure S2A, S2B) and validated based on

multiple unique peptides via shotgun proteomic sequencing.

Expression proteins showed evidence of differential addition of

N-linked polysaccharides based on digestion with PNGaseF

(Figure S2A, S2B) which may deviate from that seen among

native VE components [25], but experimental evidence supports

amino acid divergence as the primary determinant affecting

specificity of lysin’s dissolution of VEs [7].

SPR shows binding between green abalone lysin and expressed

ZP-N proteins from VERL and VEZP4 are qualitatively similar.

Though slightly more lysin was bound by VERL (as evidenced by

a consistently higher absolute refractive index over replicate

channels), the kinetics of binding between lysin and both ZP-N

motifs over association and dissociation intervals are comparable,

yielding equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) of 5.261027 and

5.861027 M for VERL and VEZP14, respectively (Figure 2A,

2B). A negative control of similar size and charge as lysin showed

no evidence of binding to ZP-N motifs, validating the specificity of

the interaction. Because binding kinetics are similar (lysin-VERL

ka = 4.161024 M21 s21, kd = 2.161023 s21; lysin-VEZP14

ka = 3.761024 M21 s21, kd = 2.161023 s21) the small quantita-

tive differences in the absolute amount of lysin bound (Figure 2A)

likely reflects differential functionality of expressed ZP-N due, e.g.,

to higher rates of misfolding among transformed cell lines. In sum,

our binding assays show that (i) ZP-N motifs from VERL or

VEZP14 alone are sufficient to bind abalone lysin, and (ii) the

kinetics of binding between lysin and ZP-N from these VE proteins

are similar, yielding affinities that differ quantitatively very little

(,10%) based on in vitro binding assays.

Sites under positive selection are similar between VERL
and VEZP14

The residues targeted by positive selection appear to be much the

same between ZP-N motifs of VERL and VEZP14. While positive

selection on VERL is somewhat weaker relative to VEZP14, as

evidenced by a significant test statistic only when analyzing full

repeats 1 and 2 and lower dN/dS (v) for sites predicted to be under

positive selection (Table 1), codon substitution models identify the

same proportion of positively selected sites (19%). Moreover,

positively selected residues predicted with high posterior probabil-

ities occupy the exposed face of structural models for VERL and

VEZP14 ZP-N (Figure 3), corresponding to the face opposite an E9

extension likely to mediate antiparallel pairing among ZP-N motifs

[23]. Thus both the proportion and proximity of positively selected

residues is consistent with SPR assays showing lysin binds both

ZP-N’s with high affinity.

Does in vitro affinity between lysin and ZP-N reflect in
vivo binding kinetics?

To a first approximation, the binding affinity we report between

lysin and the expressed ZP-N motif of VEZP14 is likely to also be

reflective of in vivo binding during abalone fertilization. VEZP14

contains a single N-terminal ZP-N motif isolated from the ZP

polymerization domain by ,20 tandem repeats of a hypothetically

unstructured 7-residue Thr/Pro-rich region not found in VERL

[19]. Yeast adhesion proteins are often similarly arranged,

recognition domains extended above the cell surface by these

unstructured ‘‘stalks’’ which in yeast facilitate unobstructed

binding with ligand [see [26,27] for reviews]. If VEZP14 is

arrayed at the abalone VE surface similar to such yeast adhesion

proteins, and absent inclusion in a complex of VE proteins

mediated by intermolecular ZP-N pairing (see below), the kinetics

of binding between lysin and the ZP-N motif of VEZP14 is likely

to be fairly well represented by our SPR assay.

In contrast, in vivo kinetics of binding between lysin and VERL

may be considerably more complex due to several factors. First,

VERL is thought to form highly condensed fibers within the VE

via inter-molecular pairing of VERL repeats [16], suggesting

binding kinetics could be strongly influenced by steric inhibition.

Second, we were only able to examine affinity between lysin and

ZP-N from the first repeat of VERL, which contains an array of

,22 tandem repeats [15] each with a ZP-N motif [22]. ZP-N from

the second repeat is distinct in sequence (e.g., 39/56% amino acid

sequence identity/similarity for green abalone), and ZP-N from

internal homogenized repeats are further differentiated (88/94%

identity/similarity with repeat 2). This is analogous to the yeast

mating recognition protein a-Agglutinin, which contains three

immunoglobulin (Ig) like domains, one of which (IgIII) was

recently shown to have structural homology with ZP-N from

VERL and VEZP14 [22]. SPR identifies both high (KD,1029 M)

and low (KD,1024 M) affinity between a-Agglutinin and its

ligand Aga2p [28], likely due to interactions among different

subunits [27]. Relative to yeast Agglutinins, binding between lysin

and egg coat ZP-N exhibits an intermediate affinity (KD,1027 M)

that we predict could be greater for internal repeats based on VE

dissolution kinetics. Binding assays using intact VERL isolated

from VEs indicate positive cooperativity consistent with VE

dissolution assays showing the rate limiting step is lysin’s initial

binding with VE proteins [10]. For VERL, lysin is thought to bind

to the N-terminal repeat first [16] (corresponding the ZP-N motif

we assayed via SPR) – an increase in the rate of VE dissolution

following this step suggests either higher rates of association (ka) or

lower rates of dissociation (kd) between lysin and internal VERL

repeats, leading to a net increase in affinity (KD).

Do VERL and VEZP14 have similar functions mediating
lysin’s dissolution of VEs?

The raised VE of abalone eggs presents a physical barrier

mediating sperm access, commonly viewed as one component of the

redundant polyspermy blocks which function to avoid developmen-

tal arrest of the embryo due to multiple sperm fusing with the egg

nucleus [29,30]. Ultrastructural studies show sperm lysin creates a

hole in the VE for sperm entry by decondensing compact fibers [31]

which were previously shown to contain VERL complexes held

together by hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions [10,16].

Because VEZP14 is (i) also a major component of the abalone VE

[19], (ii) under strong positive selection consistent with lysin’s species-

specific VE dissolution [32], and (iii) can bind lysin at comparable

affinity as VERL via the ZP-N receptor motif, VEZP14 is a strong

candidate to also be a component of the VE’s molecular mechanism

mediating sperm entry. One possibility is that VEZP14 is an integral

component of the compact VE fibers that decondense upon lysin

binding. For example, VEZP14 dimers could form a ‘‘molecular

zipper’’ through antiparallel pairing of ZP-N anchored to a scaffold

of ,30 other VE proteins via their ZP polymerization modules [19],

much like the model for VERL fibers [16]. Alternately, VEZP14

could pair with ZP-N motifs across VERL repeats to form more

complex multimers. Such structural complexity would provide an

additional dimension to lysin’s role in VE dissolution beyond the

relatively straightforward kinetics of ligand/receptor binding,

reminiscent of the view that supramolecular structure as opposed

Lysin Binds ZP-N of Duplicate Egg Coat Proteins
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to protein sequence per se mediates sperm recognition of mammalian

egg coat proteins [33].

Contrasting patterns of molecular co-evolution with lysin
The contrasting patterns of molecular co-evolution between

lysin and its duplicate egg coat receptors VERL and VEZP14

among North Pacific abalone presents a challenge to these and

other models of abalone fertilization for which VERL and

VEZP14 have functional redundancy. The positive correlation

in dN/dS between lysin and VERL’s ZP-N motifs from repeats 1

and 2 (Figure 1A) is consistent with expectations of cognate sperm

and egg receptors when strong directional selection is driven by

Figure 2. ZP-N from VERL and VEZP14 bind lysin with comparable affinity. The ZP-N motif from VEZP14 and the first repeat of green
abalone VERL were cloned, expressed in Drosophila S2 cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and affinity purified (Figure S2). (A) An in-house surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) detection system [54] was used to estimate binding of green abalone sperm lysin to surfaces coated with VERL (dark green)
or VEZP14 (light green) as measured by refractive index (two replicates each). Numbered shoulders of the SPR curves indicate the intervals used to
calculate the association (ka, 1–2) and dissociation (kd,2–3) rates via Scrubber2 (Center for Biomolecular Interaction Analysis, University of Utah). (B)
Mean dissociation constants calculated from SPR data (KD = kd/ka) show lysin has slightly higher, though comparable, affinity for the ZP-N motif from
VERL (520 nM) and VEZP14 (580 nM; lower KD values indicate higher affinity), demonstrating the ZP-N motif of egg coat proteins alone is sufficient to
bind sperm lysin.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.g002

Lysin Binds ZP-N of Duplicate Egg Coat Proteins
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sexual conflicts that develop between males and females over

different fertilization optima [5,34], and has been demonstrated

previously for lysin and VERL [9]. In contrast, ZP-N from

VEZP14 shows a corresponding decrease in dN/dS as lysin’s

divergence accelerates (Figure 1B), essentially the mirror opposite

as for VERL despite evidence from green abalone of similar

binding kinetics (Figure 2A, 2B). It’s possible that this negative

correlation indicates VEZP14’s function is entirely distinct from

VERL’s. For example, VEZP14 could function in host avoidance

of gamete pathogens [35], explaining its rapid divergence along

lineages distinct from those where lysin evolves rapidly via the

dynamics of a characteristic host-pathogen co-evolutionary chase

[36]. However, this seems unlikely given clear evidence that

positive selection specifically targets residues occupying the same

face of the ZP-N motif of VEZP14, and lysin binds ZP-N of VERL

and VEZP14 with similar affinity. Alternately, the other abundant

and rapidly evolving sperm acrosomal protein sp18 [37] might

preferentially bind with ZP-N of VEZP14. But previous binding

studies suggest sp18’s affinity for both VERL and VEZP14 are

very weak [19], and sp18 has no evident effect on the VE, instead

localizing to the egg plasma membrane surface [37].

Molecular mimicry predicts the co-evolution of abalone
fertilization proteins

An intriguing model of VERL and VEZP14 function that could

resolve their contrasting patterns of molecular co-evolution with

lysin is derived by incorporating concepts of molecular mimicry

with sexual conflict over fertilization optima. Mimicry is a central

topic in evolutionary biology, and phenotypic mimics (of warning

coloration or as camouflage) are seminal examples of natural

selection [38–41]. Sexual mimicry, where females mimic the

genitalia or secondary sexual traits of males in response to sexual

antagonism, is well documented and thought to evolve in response

to sexual antagonism [42,43]. To our knowledge, sexual mimicry

has never been proposed to extend to the molecular level, but the

general phenomenon of molecular mimics or decoys is well

established in immunology [44]. Molecular decoys function as

mimics of ligand-targeted receptors, except that their downstream

effector functions are entirely lost and they retain only the ability

to bind ligand. Decoys thus provide a way to decrease the

concentration or effectiveness of a ligand without suffering the

pleiotropic effects of modifying the target receptor itself. Under

this model VERL and VEZP14 might have similar interactions

with lysin, but VEZP14 is not a structural component of the VE per

se as binding with lysin affects VE integrity only indirectly by

modifying the effective concentration of lysin available for binding

with VERL. Importantly, paralogs such as VERL and VEZP14

[19] may be particularly good candidates from which molecular

decoys evolve, as this form of mimicry is essentially a special case

of sub-functionalization following gene duplication [45].

We created a model of sexual conflict that can generate the

correlations observed among abalone fertilization proteins by

assuming that VEZP14 acts as a molecular decoy of VERL. We

model the evolutionary dynamics of three diploid genes (male,

female, and decoy) in response to sexual conflict over mating rate.

In the model, the male (lysin) and female (VERL) proteins co-

evolve with one another because of a conflict over optimal mating

rate, as expected and previously observed in simulations and

natural phylogenetic comparisons [5,34]. Successful males have

high mating rates. Selection favors male alleles with values that are

close to the average female allele, because in the model mating

rate increases as the distance between male and female decreases

(Figure 4A). Females prefer an intermediate mating rate

(Figure 4B). This conflict causes co-evolution of the male and

female loci. As males advance females retreat, evolving alleles that

are farther from the average male value. During co-evolutionary

chase, the average mating rate is generally between the male and

female optima: males would prefer a higher mating rate, females

lower (Figure 5A(i)).

We imagine that a decoy locus could modify this sexual conflict

over mating rate as follows. The female and decoy loci are initially

similar, either because the decoy arose as a duplicate of the

existing female receptor (as seems to be the case for VEZP14 and

VERL) [19], or because the female receptor and an existing non-

reproductive receptor evolve to be similar (as may be the case for

duplicates that are homogenized by concerted evolution). The

decoy reduces mating rate toward the female’s optima (in this case

by binding excess lysin and reducing fertilization rate). It is

probably not reasonable to expect that the decoy functions

perfectly, and so we express this as interference between the female

and decoy that reduces mating rate below Popt (Figure 4C,

Figure 5A(ii)). This has two effects (Figure 5A (iii)): (i) it stops male-

female co-evolution since both now benefit from an increased

mating rate; (ii) it provides an impetus for the decoy to evolve traits

that optimize the male-female interaction (to tailor mating rate to

Popt). For example, the decoy could evolve a different affinity for

Figure 3. Positively selected residues occupy the exposed
surface of egg coat proteins. Positively selected sites of the (A) VERL
and (B) VEZP14 ZP-N motifs were inferred among 8 North Pacific
abalone taxa using the Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB) procedure of
codeml [49], and sites with high posterior probabilities (.95%) were
mapped to the respective structural models [22] using PyMol [52]. The
positions of positively selected sites are given with reference to the
complete coding sequences of VEZP14 and VERL (repeat 1 only) from
red abalone ([19] and [15], respectively). For VERL, the single site under
positive selection identified with high posterior probability (V42) was
inferred from the first two full VERL repeats, as statistical power from
concatenated ZP-N motifs alone is insufficient to allow for predicting
sites under selection via BEB (Table 1). This site occupies the same
position of the structural model for ZP-N from VEZP14 (S171), with the
majority of the remaining seven residues predicted to be under positive
selection (N173, R187, E209, I218, L220, K228, and A233) occuring on
the same exposed surface opposite the E9 extension (grey fill) thought
to facilitate antiparallel pairing among intermolecular ZP-N motifs [23].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.g003
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the male ligand (or in another context, change its pattern of

regulation or spatial location). As differences between the true

female receptor and the decoy accumulate, males evolve the ability

to preferentially target the true receptor, causing the decoy to

become ineffective (Figure 5A(iv)). This increases a male’s mating

rate at the cost of each individual female’s fecundity, and co-

evolution resumes as per the general model of sexual conflict. As

the co-evolutionary chase proceeds, male-female phenotype space

may re-encounter the decoy leading to its indefinite maintenance

via recurrent positive selection.

Numerical simulations under this model always generate

positive correlations between the allelic substitution rate of male

and female loci (Figure 5B). The neutral locus does not show

evidence of correlated evolution with any other locus (0 of 20).

Anti-correlation of male and decoy loci occurs in a majority of

model runs (11 of 20, Fisher’s exact test P = 0.0035; Figure 5B).

Thus our model mirrors at a population level the patterns

observed for lysin, VERL, and VEZP14 among species of North

Pacific abalone (Figure 1A, 1B). Our population simulations also

identify several key conditions necessary for VEZP14 to function

as a decoy of VERL during fertilization. First, a key aspect of our

model is that the decoy reduce mating rate toward the female’s

optimum (Figure 4C). The decoy can only be effective if it does not

harm the female. The Pi parameter (which describes female-decoy

interference) must take a value that causes female fitness to be

greater than at the unmodified mating rate PMF (Pi,Pe, assuming

Pe = PMF 2 Popt). Second, we aim to model a process that could

continue indefinitely, rather than approaching equilibrium.

Selection for the decoy to evolve exists because P approaches Popt

as the decoy approaches the male (Figure 4C). To avoid all three

loci collapsing to a single allelic value, we keep the male and

female loci apart by assuming that there is an optimal male-female

distance for decoy function (Dopt). The magnitude of female-decoy

interference (Pt) increases as the male female distance DMF deviates

from Dopt. Third, we model this process in one trait dimension; the

decoy is either between the male and female, or not (h= 1 or 0,

respectively) (Figure 4C). When the male can discriminate the

decoy and resume co-evolution with the female, the penalty for

deviation from Dopt must be large (Pt,Popt, when |DMF –

Dopt| = 0.5), otherwise the decoy will begin a co-evolutionary

chase with the male. Even at large Pt, the decoy does briefly chase

the male in 9 of 20 simulations (those that do not show overall

evidence of anti-correlated evolution). Interestingly, among North

Pacific abalone lysin and VEZP14 do sometimes take high values

Figure 4. Model of sexual conflict with a female decoy. (A and B) Hayashi et al’s original diploid model of sexual conflict [56]. (A) The mating
rate (P) depends on the phenotypic distance between male and female reproductive loci (DMF), which is determined additively from the allelic values
of the male and female loci (f|f9 and m|m9). (B) The number of offspring per female (Wf) decreases from her maximum (Bmax) as her mating rate
deviates from the optimal female mating rate (Popt). The scale (sw) and exponent (xw) parameters describe the shape of this relationship. Males
maximize their reproductive output at P = 1, females at P = Popt, and thus they are in conflict over optimal mating rate. (C) A model describing the
influence of a female decoy on mating rate. A female-expressed decoy locus modifies the mating rate of a male-female pair (PMF) by Pe, Pi and Pt. The
decoy only influences mating rate when its additively determined phenotypic value is between those of the male and female (h). The decoy’s
influence on mating rate depends in part on the male-decoy distance. Pe (decoy effectiveness) reduces mating rate to the female’s optimal value. Pi
(decoy interference) further reduces mating rate when the decoy and female are similar. Pt (the magnitude of female-decoy interference) depends on
an optimal male-female distance for decoy function (DMF = Dopt). The black line shows the effect of the decoy when DMF = Dopt: as the distance
between decoy and male decreases, the decoy causes mating rate to approach the female optima Popt. Grey lines show how the decoy reduces
mating rate (Pt) when the male and female loci are not separated by the optimal distance for decoy function: DMF = Dopt60.5. The scale (si, sd) and
exponent (xi, xd) parameters control the shape of the Pi and Pt curves as the position of the decoy varies.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.g004
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on the same branch (Figure 1B) despite the predominance of anti-

correlation. Thus discrete instances of male-decoy co-evolution

may exist even when molecular decoys function as our model

predicts.

Conclusions
We present an example of the value of evolutionary analyses in

the interpretation of functional phenotypic data. On the simplest

level, evolutionary analyses as straightforward as the tests of

correlated dN/dS we employ serve to focus genetic or biochemical

investigation on the discrete functional domains that mediate

molecular interactions. However, because these methods reflect

the long-term dynamics of distinct evolutionary lineages, they may

also reveal unique modes of interaction not evident in traditional

functional assays. We show that the ZP-N motifs of VERL and

VEZP14 bind sperm lysin with similar affinity, so the naı̈ve

interpretation is that they may also function similarly as duplicate

egg coat receptors of lysin. But evidence of anti-correlated co-

evolution supports a more complex interpretation: VEZP14 may

function as a VERL mimic to bind excess lysin, thereby modifying

the dynamics of sexual conflict over fertilization rate. This novel

hypothesis, that molecular mimicry functions in addition to other

well-established polyspermy blocks, promises new insights and

approaches to understanding the extraordinary molecular diversity

of reproductive genes and their remarkable patterns of evolution.

Materials and Methods

DNA sequencing
Protein coding DNA sequences for sperm and egg genes from 8

North Pacific abalone species [17] used here for evolutionary

analyses were previously published, or were newly obtained from

ovary transcripts. Abalone lysin (accessions M34388-9, M59968-72,

M98875), and VERL repeat 1 and 2 (AF453553, AF490760-6)

alignments are from [18,46]. Publicly available VEZP14 sequences

(GQ851905, GQ851925-7) were aligned by eye with sequences

from 4 additional abalone taxa (H. wallalensis, H. sorenseni, H.

cracherdii, and H. kamtschatkana) newly obtained from ovary

transcripts of the respective taxa using an identical sequencing

approach as in [19] (NCBI accession numbers JX290365-8).

Alignment of all ZP-N motifs followed the structural homology

model of ZP-N presented in [22], and there are no gaps in the

alignment, thus there is a very low probability of comparing non-

homologous codons or residues in our statistical analyses. Genes

used as control loci in analyses of evolutionary rate correlations

(Figure S1; cellulase: AB125892, FJ940284-90, FJ940292; haemo-

cyanin: FJ940383-90) were described previously for this purpose [9].

Co-evolutionary analyses
To test for correlated rates of evolution between lysin and

putative binding motifs of VERL and VEZP14, we fit linear

regression models to point estimates of branch-specific dN/dS values.

Figure 5. Population simulation of sexual conflict with a female decoy. (A) A representative run of the simulation showing how the decoy
influences mating rate and male-female co-evolution. Simulation parameters: N = 10 000, m= 5.061025 per locus, each female encounters 20 males
per generation. Model parameter values are shown in Figure 4. Evolutionary dynamics: (i) Mating rate is above Popt, and the male and female are in a
co-evolutionary chase. (ii) The decoy becomes effective when it is between the male and female loci. The decoy causes the mating rate to drop below
Popt, and male-female coevolution stops. (iii) The decoy evolves toward the male to reduce interference with the female, and mating rate approaches
Popt. (iv) The decoy is no longer between the male and female loci and is thus ineffective. Mating rate increases above Popt, and male-female co-
evolution resumes. Summary. When the decoy’s phenotype is not between those of the male and female, mating rate exceeds Popt and the male and
female co-evolve. When the decoy is between the male and female, it causes the mating rate to drop below Popt. This stops antagonistic co-
evolution, because in this circumstance both males and females benefit from an increased mating rate. When between the male and female, the
decoy is driven toward the male locus by selection to reduce interference with the female. Thus, the decoy evolves rapidly when males and females
evolve slowly and vice versa. (B) Patterns of co-evolution predicted by the model match those of natural abalone fertilization proteins. Plots of allele
substitutions per 500 model generations show correlated male-female evolution and anti-correlated male-decoy evolution. Values are from the run
shown in (A).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003287.g005
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The general approach was developed previously from know cases of

protein-protein interaction [8,9], and serves as a conservative but

robust means of testing for correlation in dN/dS in the absence of

genome-wide data necessary for statistical validation of more

powerful methods [8,47]. Point estimates of dN/dS for lysin and

ZP-N motifs from VERL and VEZP14 were made using the branch

model of [48] implemented in the PAML computer package [49]

following the tree topology and all other conventions exactly as in

[9]. Signal peptides were excluded, and boundaries of ZP-N motifs

followed [22]; for VERL, ZP-N motifs from the first two repeats that

combined are the only regions with evidence of positive selection

[9,18] were concatenated for the analysis (see Table 1), but were also

tested individually. Linear regressions were fit to point estimates of

dN/dS that were either unweighted, or which were weighted by the

length of the respective branch as in [9], using the R statistical

package [50], with correlated rates inferred as a significant slope

parameter (p,0.05). Correlations were also estimated between lysin

or ZP-N motifs and control loci, including the C-terminal ZP

domain of VEZP14.

Mapping of positively selected residues onto structural models

was used to identify potential regions of binding between lysin and

ZP-N motifs of VERL or VEZP14. Sites models of codon

evolution were first used to test for evidence of positive selection on

ZP-N motifs, after which posterior probabilities of residues under

positive selection were inferred via the Bayes Empirical Bayes

algorithm [51] implemented in the PAML software package [49].

The VEZP14 alignment was identical to those for tests of

correlated evolution; for VERL the entire sequence of repeats 1

and 2 were analyzed, as test statistics from ZP-N motifs alone were

not statistically significant (see Table 1). Positively selected sites

with posterior probabilities .95% were located on the structural

models of ZP-N motifs from VERL and VEZP14 [22] using the

PyMol software package [52].

Expression of ZP-N motifs
ZP-N motifs from Haliotis fulgens [chosen because of extensive

previous biochemical and structural studies of reproductive

proteins; see, e.g. [53],] VERL and VEZP14 were expressed in

vitro and proteins purified for binding assays with lysin. PCR

primers incorporating 59-BglII and 39-ApaI restriction sites were

designed from H. fulgens sequence to amplify ZP-N motifs from

VERL repeats 1, 2, and 3 individually, as well as VEZP14 using

standard PCR protocols. PCR products for VERL repeat 1 and

VEZP14 ZP-N motifs were verified via Sanger sequencing, but

repeated attempts at cloning PCR products from VERL repeats 2

and 3 were unsuccessful. PCR products were digested with BglII

and ApaI following manufacturers guidelines (NEB; Beverly, MA),

and cloned into vector pMT/BiP/V5His v.A before transfecting

S2 cells following manufacturers guidelines for the Drosophila

Expression System (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA).

ZP-N proteins were purified from transfected S2 cell culture

media using immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC).

Serum free media (250 mL) containing transfected S2 cell cultures

at a density of ,56104 cells/ml were grown 24 hours, followed by

induction of protein expression using 750 mM CuSO4 for an

additional 24 hours. Cells were precipitated from the media and

discarded, protease inhibitors (Novagen; Madison, WI) and 1 ml of

chelating sepharose (GE Healthcare; Upsalla, Sweden) added to the

supernatant and stirred overnight at 4uC to allow binding with a C-

terminal 6X His tag. Sepharose-bound proteins were washed twice

with 50 ml PBS buffer (80 mM Na2HPO4, 20 mM Na2H2PO4,

100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5), twice with PBS buffer supplemented to

500 mM NaCl, and bound protein eluted by sequential addition of

10 ml imidazole at increasing concentration (10, 50, and 250 mM

imidazole; 100 mM Tris, pH 8.0). Select fractions were analyzed

for expression products in the range of 17.1 and 16.6 kilo Daltons

(kDa; VERL and VEZP14, respectively) via SDS PAGE as in [10],

and by probing Western blots with mouse monoclonal antibodies to

the C-terminal V5 epitope per manufacture’s guidelines (Invitrogen;

Carlsbad, CA). Fractions with evidence of expression proteins in the

target size range were pooled, dialized overnight at 4uC into two

500 ml changes of PBS buffer, and protein concentrations

measured via BCA (Thermo Scientific; Rockford, IL). Purified

proteins were confirmed as VERL repeat 1 or VEZP14 ZP-N motifs

based on matching of peptide mass spectra using shotgun

proteomics as in [19], but analyzing 1 mg of trypsin-digested protein

via reversed-phase HPLC in a 1 hour water:acetonitrile gradient.

Differential glycosylation was tested as an explanation for laddered

VERL ZP-N bands (see Figure S2) by enzymatic de-glycosylation of

25 mg of protein using PNGaseF (Sigma; St. Louis, MO) and

assessing mobility shifts via SDS PAGE.

Binding assays
Quantitative measurements of binding affinity between lysin

and ZP-N motifs from VERL and VEZP14 were made using an

in-house surface plasmon resonance (SPR) detection system

described previously [54]. Gold sensor surfaces were coated

overnight at 4uC with 2 mg IMAC purified VERL repeat 1 or

VEZP14 ZP-N (two replicates each), and rinsed with PBS buffer

prior to SPR analysis. Injected analytes included green abalone

lysin as well as chicken lysozome (Sigma; St. Louis, MO), a

negative control of similar size and charge as abalone lysin. Lysin

was purified from green abalone testis using ion exchange

chromatography exactly as in [55], dialized overnight at 4uC into

two changes of HEPES buffered seawater (HBSW; filtered

seawater, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.8), and diluted to a concentration

of 40 mg/ml with HBSW supplemented with 0.5% Triton X-100

and 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (Sigma; St. Louis, MO). The

sample loop of the SPR system was equilibrated with supplement-

ed HBSW at 25uC, followed by injection of 1 ml of negative

control or lysin analytes flowed over sensors at 70 ml/min for

10 minutes (association interval), after which analyte was removed

and the sample loop flushed with supplemented HBSW for

5 minutes (dissociation interval). ZP-N coated sensor surfaces were

regenerated between injections by removing bound analyte with

100 mM glycine (pH 2.8) and equilibrating with supplemented

HBSW for 10 minutes. Measurements of refractive index units

(RIU) were then used to calculate the association (ka) and

dissociation (kd) rates from association and dissociation intervals

of SPR data by curve fitting using non-linear least-squares

regression, implemented via Scrubber2 (Center for Biomolecular

Interaction Analysis, University of Utah).

Model of sexual conflict with a female decoy
We extended the diploid two-locus sexual conflict models of

[56] by incorporating a female decoy, a locus that modifies mating

rates toward the female’s optima. The alleles of the male, female,

and decoy genes are represented by numbers between 1 and 50,

and the distances between these numbers determine the mating

rate of a given male and female pair. We assume that alleles

determine the phenotype additively for all loci, since this is most

likely to result in continuous male-female co-evolution [56].

Figure 4A and 4B describe how a difference in optimal mating rate

can result in sexual conflict. The mating rate of a male-female pair

depends on the phenotypic distance (DMF) between the male and

female as determined additively by alleles of sex-limited male

(m/m9) and female (f/f9) reproductive loci. Small phenotypic

distance values cause high mating rates. The number of offspring
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per female decreases as her mating rate (P) deviates above or below

the optimal female mating rate (Popt). The optimal male mating

rate is 1, and males increase mating rate by evolving alleles that

are similar to females. Above Popt females are selected to reduce

mating rate by evolving away from males and a co-evolutionary

chase ensues [56]. Below Popt both females and males benefit from

an increased mating rate. Figure 4C shows how a decoy locus can

modify the mating rate in line with the female’s optima. The decoy

is only active when its phenotypic value lies between the male and

female (h= 1). The decoy’s effect on mating rate is broken down

into three components (Pe, Pi, and Pt). Pe (decoy effectiveness)

reduces mating rate to Popt. Pi (female-decoy interference) further

reduces mating rate when the decoy is similar to the female.

Interference decreases as the decoy approaches the male, and the

mating rate thus approaches Popt. Pt (the magnitude of female-

decoy interference) depends on the male-female distance. Dopt is

the optimal male-female distance for decoy function; when DMF

deviates from Dopt, the decoy interferes with the female and

reduces mating rate (Pt). Equations and parameter values

describing these relationships are in Figure 4.

Population simulations
Simulations are run on populations of N = 10,000 individuals

for 15,000 generations (Figure 5). Females encounter n = 20 males

per generation and mate with a proportion of them depending on

the genetic distance between male and female, and on the activity

of the decoy. A neutral locus lacking any effect on mating rate is

also simulated, as a control to monitor for stochastic correlations.

Each locus has 50 possible alleles with initial values Male: 0,

Female: 5, Decoy: 16, Neutral: 30, and a mutation rate

m= 5.061025 per locus per generation. Other simulation param-

eters and equations are shown in the graph detailing the model

(Figure 4). As in [56], 20 simulation runs were used to assess model

behavior. Scripts for running simulations were written in Perl, and

are provided in Supplement S1. For comparison with actual

abalone sperm and egg proteins (lysin, VERL, and VEZP14), the

change in the mean allelic value over each 500 generations of the

simulation was used to estimate the rate of evolutionary change (a

proxy for branch-specific dN/dS estimates along individual

phylogenetic lineages). Linear regressions were fit to point

estimates as was done with the lysin and ZP-N data, with

correlated rates inferred as a significant slope parameter (p.0.05).

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Correlated rates of evolution are not a general feature

among abalone genes. As in Figure 1, ratios of non-synonymous to

synonymous nucleotide substitutions (dN/dS or v) for reproductive

proteins (lysin, VEZP14) or non-reproductive (cellulase, haemo-

cyanin) genes were estimated using the branch model of codeml

[49] with gene trees following the topology of [9]. Values of v for

each branch of the VEZP14 ZP-N motif (A, B) or C-terminus ZP

domain (C, D) tree are plotted on the y-axis relative to x-axis

values for the corresponding branch values for (A) cellulase, (B)

haemocyanin, (C) lysin, or (D) the VEZP14 ZP-N motif. Simple

linear regression models either weighted (solid lines) or unweighted

(dashed lines) by branch length as in [9] were fit to the data [50].

No significant correlation in dN/dS values are seen, even when

comparing among functionally distinct regions of the same gene

(VEZP14, D), and the correlation in rates observed between lysin

and the target ZP-N motif (Figure 1) is notably absent from the C-

terminus ZP domain of VEZP14.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Affinity purification of Drosophila S2 expressed ZP-N

motifs. The ZP-N motif from VEZP14 the first repeat of green

abalone VERL were cloned, expressed in Drosophila S2 cells

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and successively eluted from immo-

bilized metal affinity columns (IMAC) using three concentrations

of imidazole (10, 50, and 250 mM). (A) IMAC elutions employing

50–250 mM imidazole contain a large quantity of 20–24 kDa

protein (dark green box); deglycosylation using PNGaseF (Sigma,

St. Louis, MO) resulted in a single protein band of approx. 17 kDa

(expected size of VERL repeat 1 ZP-N is 17.1 kDa). (B) IMAC

elutions employing 250 mM imidazole contain a single band of

approx. 22 kDa (light green box; expected size of VEZP14 ZP-N is

16.6 kDa). Western blots confirmed the identified bands as

expressed proteins from the presence of a V5 epitope tag, and

shotgun proteomic analyses match mass spectra from multiple

peptides of both to the respective ZP-N motifs from VERL or

VEZP14. Retarded migration and results from PNGaseF

experiments are consistent with N-linked glycosylation of the

expressed ZP-N proteins used in binding assays (Figure 3).

(TIF)

Supplement S1 Perl scripts for running population simulations of

sexual conflict with a female decoy. The files are: decoy.pl, the main

perl script; decoy.ctl, the control file where simulation and model

parameters can be set; and sub_*.pm, various subroutines called by

the main perl script. For additional detail please contact the authors.

(ZIP)
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